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Professor Steve Sung-Yul Lee, Chair  

 

 

Adolescence is a period of rapid neurological, social, and developmental change which 

increases vulnerability to psychopathology onset (Bitsko et al., 2018; Ghandour et al., 2019). 

Dimensions of child psychopathology incur substantial public health, educational, and economic 

costs spanning high rates of suicide, increased risk for juvenile justice involvement, and physical 

health problems (Birmaher & Brent, 2007). To accelerate new knowledge for evidence-based 

assessment, there is an urgent need to identify modifiable childhood risk factors for adolescent 

socio-emotional development. 

 Characterized by excessive reactivity to negative emotional stimuli, childhood irritability 

is common and developmentally normative (e.g., preschool) (Copeland et al., 2015). Despite its 

transdiagnostic relevance, the knowledgebase of childhood irritability is underdeveloped, 

particularly surrounding multi-informant ratings of irritability as well as risk factors for irritability. 

Study I leveraged data from a well-characterized sample of children with (n = 120) and without 

(n = 110) ADHD followed prospectively from childhood through early adolescence  to evaluate 

parent and teacher combinations of childhood irritability in their prediction of psychopathology 
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and functional impairment. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analyses assessed the 

association of informant combinations of childhood irritability with key outcomes to inform 

clinical decision making. Findings suggested that parent-rated and parent “or” teacher rated 

irritability significantly predicted CBCL Internalizing and Externalizing problems and functional 

impairments. ROC revealed that parent only ratings of irritability were significantly more 

accurate than parent “or” teacher report. Study II utilized the Adolescent Brain Cognitive 

Development (ABCD) study, a nationally representative sample followed prospectively across 

three years starting in childhood (ages 9-10) through early adolescence (age 12-13). We 

employed latent profile analysis to empirically identify risk profiles based dimensions of 

temperament (i.e., effortful control, surgency, and negative affect) and aspects of the family 

environment (i.e., family expression, cohesion, and conflict) and their association with childhood 

irritability. Findings suggested that a 3-profile model with an unrestricted/varying 

variance/covariance matrix was an appropriate fit for the data. Collectively, these findings 

accelerate the evidence-base assessment of childhood irritability, informing future research 

designs that can continue building an evidence base for the assessment of childhood irritability 

and its multivariate risk profiles. 
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Study I: A Receiver Operator Characteristic Analysis of Optimal Informants for Childhood 
Irritability 

 
 The US Surgeon General’s Office (2021) recently designated youth mental health 

problems as a “national state of emergency.” Exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, youth 

mental health problems are increasingly prevalent, and they uniquely and significantly burden 

families and society more generally. Youth psychopathology diversely predicts poor 

developmental and health outcomes spanning suicidal ideation and self-harm to substandard 

academic achievement and disrupted social relationships (Aganafors et al., 2020, Gloster et al., 

2020; Madigan et al., 2023). These epidemiological trends must be contextualized by 

distressing trends with respect to the availability and use of evidence-based mental health 

resources; even gold standard interventions are often underutilized, variably effective, and are 

embedded in racial-ethnic and socioeconomic disparities (Costello et al., 2014). For example, 

treatment responses (e.g., cognitive-behavioral therapy; Hoffmann et al., 2012) are highly 

variable secondary to pre-treatment factors (e.g., hopelessness, readiness for change, and 

global functioning) (Lewis et al., 2012), with few studies evaluating long term treatment 

outcomes (van Dis et al., 2020). To disrupt escalations in the prevalence and burden of youth 

mental health problems, improved knowledge of its etiology, causal influences, underlying risk 

processes, as well as improved assessment strategies are a top priority (Hunsley & Mash, 

2007; Kraemer et al., 1997).  

 Characterized by excessive reactivity to emotional stimuli (Copeland et al., 2015), 

irritability consists of correlated (yet separable) behavioral (e.g., aggression) and affective (e.g., 

anger) dimensions (Leibenluft & Stoddard, 2013). Diagnostically, irritability is a core symptom 

across internalizing (e.g., disruptive mood dysregulation disorder (DMDD) and generalized 

anxiety disorder (GAD)) and externalizing (e.g., oppositional defiant disorder (ODD)) disorders. 

Separate from its diagnostic relevance, irritability has clinical utility, including constituting a focus 

in treatment planning and clinical care more generally (Evans et al., 2017). Developmentally, 
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childhood irritability is normative, yet early elevations independently and uniquely predict clinical 

dysfunction and impairment, even with control of demographic covariates (e.g., age, sex) and 

baseline clinical problems (Copeland et al., 2015; Sorcher et al., 2021). Across youth and parent 

report in separate community and clinical samples, irritability is concurrently and prospectively 

associated with internalizing (e.g., anxiety and depression) and externalizing (e.g., disruptive-

behavior disorders) psychopathology as well as poor functional outcomes (e.g., peer functioning 

and physical health) (Dougherty et al., 2015; Humphreys et al., 2019; Sorcher et al., 2021; 

Stoddard et al., 2014). Finally, further attesting to its clinical significance, irritability was rated as 

the most prevalent problem by parents and children among treatment-seeking families (Evans 

et al., 2022). Taken together, there is persuasive evidence that childhood irritability is clinically 

significant and transdiagnostically predicts vulnerability to the development of later 

psychopathology. 

 Despite its clinical utility and construct validity, important limitations must be addressed. 

For example, there is increasing recognition that item overlap likely inflates associations of 

temperament and personality with psychopathology (Lahey, 2009). Perhaps similarly, previous 

associations of irritability with internalizing and externalizing problems may also be inflated due 

to item overlap. To strengthen inferences about independent associations of irritability with 

psychopathology – a key criterion – reducing item overlap in tests of construct validity must be 

prioritized. Although irritability meta-analytically and prospectively predicted psychopathology, 

with meaningful effect sizes (e.g., odds ratios (OR) of 2.62 (CI [1.41, 4.85]) for oppositional 

defiant disorder (ODD) to 1.80 (CI [1.42, 2.27]) and 1.72 (CI [1.31, 2.26]) for depression and 

anxiety, respectively), irritability shares similar language with ODD including “temper outbursts” 

and “angry and resentful.” Thus, it is unclear if these putative effects are meaningful or if they 

are spurious secondary to shared item content (Vidal-Ribas et al., 2016). In a key exception, 

however, Dougherty et al. (2013) compared predictive models of irritability with “nonoverlapping” 

(i.e., scales created by specifically removing items related to irritability) dimensions of 
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depression, anxiety, ADHD, and ODD; interestingly, models with and without overlapping items 

significantly predicted depressive and ODD symptoms, even with control of baseline outcomes. 

These patterns suggest irritability uniquely predicts the development of psychopathology even 

with conservative adjustment for shared item/content.  

Despite its clinical significance, problematically, there is relatively little empirical work to 

guide the evidence-based assessment of childhood irritability; this knowledge gap is particularly 

acute relative to the more well-developed evidence base on the assessment of other 

dimensions of child psychopathology (e.g., ADHD). A major obstacle to innovating the 

assessment of irritability is how to balance two competing lines of evidence: irritability is 

normative, especially early in development, yet elevations also predict clinically significant 

outcomes. Thus, assessment must thoughtfully balance the goals of early detection (and 

service provision) with the risk of falsely pathologizing developmentally transient expressions of 

irritability. Presently, childhood irritability is typically assessed using specific rating scales (e.g., 

Affective Reactivity Index – ARI; Stringaris et al., 2012), subscales derived from broader 

measures of child psychopathology (e.g., Child Behavior Checklist and Teacher Report Form – 

CBCL and TRF; Achenbach et al., 2001), and selected items from diagnostic interviews (e.g., 

Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia; Kaufman et al., 1997). Given that 

principles of evidence-based assessment – particularly in childhood – prioritize collection of 

multi-informant data, it is puzzling that there is minimal evidence to guide how multi-source 

(irritability) data should be integrated; instead, existing guidelines have mostly focused on which 

informant is optimal for youth at specific ages (Dougherty et al., 2021; Zik et al., 2021). To 

accelerate innovations in assessment (e.g., early detection), which will necessarily improve 

outcomes, there is an urgent need to evaluate different combinations of multi-informant 

childhood irritability data and their clinical utility with respect to meaningful external criteria. 

Despite the centrality of multi-informant data collection to evidence-based assessment 

(Hunsley & Mash, 2007; Kraemer et al., 2003), there is a sizable gap in evidence on how to 
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reliably integrate multi-informant data. This gap is problematic given longstanding evidence on 

modest inter-rater reliability for common youth problems (de Los Reyes et al., 2015), which 

reflects situational specificity (i.e., behaviors vary according to situational context) as well as the 

amount and type of information available to informants (Alexander et al., 2017). Informant 

ratings are also developmentally-sensitive as evidenced by the psychometric superiority of 

parents and teachers with respect to disruptive behaviors (e.g., ADHD) in young children 

whereas adolescent self-report of internalizing problems significantly increases clinical utility 

(Dowdy & Kim, 2012). Crucially, the use of specific assessment methods (e.g., informant, 

instrumentation), including how multi-source data are combined, dramatically affects clinical 

inferences (e.g., referral for services) (de Los Reyes & Kazdin, 2005). For example, ADHD 

caseness varied dramatically based on use of the “and” (i.e., symptom is indicated if all the 

informants endorse it) vs. “or” (i.e., symptom is indicated if any the informants endorse it) rule 

algorithm with respect to parent and teacher report (Piacentini et al., 1992; Shemmassian & 

Lee, 2017). To date, little is known about the psychometric properties and clinical utility of 

informant combinations for pediatric irritability; in fact, many studies employ single informants 

(Wiggins et al., 2018). Even when multi-informant data are collected, they are often treated 

separately (Orri et al., 2019). Therefore, to maximize its potential clinical utility, combinations of 

multi-informant assessment data for childhood irritability (i.e., parents, teachers) must be 

evaluated using methods that detail their associations with independent criteria including 

predictions of psychopathology and functional outcomes.  

Given that combining multi-informant data is associated with diagnostic errors (Swets et 

al., 2000; Youngstrom, 2013 ), evaluating specific informant combinations requires tests that are 

statistically and clinically informed. Algorithms must consider rates of false negatives (i.e., 

incorrect assessment that the trait is absent), false positives (i.e., inaccurate assessment that 

the trait is present), true negatives (i.e., accurate assessment that the trait is absent), and true 

positives (i.e., accurate assessment that the trait is present); collectively, their patterns 
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contribute to sensitivity (i.e., determining the presence of trait) and specificity (i.e., ability to 

determining the absence of a trait) (Saah & Hoover, 1997). Although the association of a risk 

factor with a discrete outcome yields an odds ratio (Orri et al., 2019; Stringaris et al., 2009), this 

does not inherently convey accuracy nor its differentiation of caseness (i.e., individuals with vs. 

without a condition; Pepe et al., 2004). However, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 

analyses estimate classification accuracy and inform decision-making using clinical guidelines 

for significance (Swets, 1988; Youngstrom, 2014). For instance, ROC is routinely used to 

assess diagnostic accuracy for rating scales and interviews (Chen et al., 1994), to estimate 

algorithms of risk factors with respect to clinical diagnosis (Cohen et al., 2018), and to evaluate 

specific informant combinations (Lapalme et al., 2020; Shemmassian & Lee, 2017). ROC 

analyses graphically represent the true positive rates (sensitivity) as a function of the false 

positive rates (1 – specificity) which yield a ROC curve. The area under the curve (AUC) 

estimates diagnostic accuracy as well as clinical and statistical significance (Swets, 1988). To 

evaluate accuracy, we calculated AUCs and evaluated them for each informant combination; 

this approach has yet to be employed for informant algorithms for irritability and with respect to 

their association with relevant criteria. This study addresses these limitations directly.  

Aims & Hypotheses 

 
Aim 1a: To review, multiple-informant combinations have been evaluated for multiple 

dimensions of child psychopathology but not for pediatric irritability. To improve traction on the 

evidence-base assessment of childhood irritability, the current study prospectively followed 230 

children (98% of youth was six to nine years old) with (n = 120) and without DSM-IV ADHD (n = 

110) for six to seven years from childhood to early adolescence. Multilevel longitudinal logistic 

regression models separately evaluated four methods of combining parent and teacher ratings 

of childhood irritability: (a) parent only, (b), teacher only, (c) parent “and” teacher, and (d) parent 

“or” teacher. These methods were subjected to tests of predictive validity with respect to 
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independent measures of adolescent internalizing and externalizing problems as separately 

rated by parents, in addition to measures of functional impairment that were independently rated 

by parents and clinicians. Given the literature regarding optimal informants, individually, I 

hypothesized that parent report only would be positively associated with clinical elevations for 

internalizing and externalizing problems as well as functional impairment. On the other hand, I 

hypothesized that teacher report only would be positively associated with clinically elevated 

externalizing problems and functional impairment, given evidence that teachers may 

underreport youth internalizing symptoms (Tandon et al., 2009). I also hypothesized that 

combining parent and teacher ratings of childhood irritability – based on the “or” rule – would 

positively predict clinically elevated internalizing and externalizing problems and functional 

impairment.  

Aim 1b. To minimize inflated associations, I reproduced analyses from Aim 1a with and without 

item overlap. That is, three items reflecting irritability in the outcome variables were removed 

and predictions from irritability were re-evaluated. I hypothesized that irritability would continue 

to significantly predict psychopathology (see Dougherty et al., 2013), although effects may show 

some attenuation.  

Aim 2: Based on significant models Aim 1a, ROC curves were plotted to visualize the sensitivity 

of irritability algorithm as a function of false positive rates. AUC were estimated from ROC 

curves to quantify the accuracy of informant combinations and clinical benchmarks were used to 

determine both clinical and statistical significance (Swets et al., 2000). Finally, AUCs were 

tested against each other to determine the informant combinations with the highest accurate 

(Cleves, 2002). I hypothesized that parent and teacher ratings of childhood irritability integrated 

with the “or” rule would be the most accurate assessment approach.   
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Methods 

Participants 

 230 ethnically diverse (50% Caucasian) youth aged five to ten (M =7.4, SD = 1.1, 68% 

male) with (n = 120) and without (n = 110) were recruited from a large metropolitan city in the 

Western US. Children were recruited through flyers posted in local elementary schools as well 

as referrals from local mental health centers and pediatric offices. Inclusion criteria consisted of 

English fluency, the child residing with at least one biological parent at least half the time, and 

full-time enrollment in school. Exclusion criteria consisted of youth IQ below 70, a neurological, 

pervasive developmental, or seizure disorder that prevented full participation in study activities. 

At baseline (i.e., Wave 1), there were no significant diagnostic group differences with respect to 

age, sex, race, or SES among youth with and without ADHD. Table 1.1 summarizes additional 

demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants separately at each wave.  

Procedures 

 At Wave 1, initial study eligibility was determined through a telephone screener. Families 

who satisfied the inclusion criteria were invited to complete a laboratory-based assessment and 

were mailed rating scales to complete prior to the assessment. After obtaining parental consent 

and youth assent, parents and children were interviewed simultaneously in different rooms by 

separate interviewers, usually consisting of clinical psychology Ph.D. students and B.A.-level 

staff. All interviewers completed multi-day trainings in evidence-based clinical assessment with 

children and families led by the PI. Parents completed a fully structured diagnostic interview and 

rating scales related to parental psychopathology, family functioning, and children’s socio-

emotional development. Youth completed similar procedures (i.e., interviews, rating scales) 

probing psychopathology.  

Two years after Wave 1, all families were asked to participate in a laboratory-based 

follow up visit (i.e., Wave 2). At Wave 2, 206 (89%) of the original sample participated in the 

follow up assessment (M = 9.7, SD = 1.3) and a third follow up assessment (i.e., Wave 3) was 
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conducted 2 to 3 years after Wave 2. At Wave 3, 183 of the original sample (79% retention) 

participated in the follow up assessment (M = 12.1, SD = 1.4). Wave 2 and 3 procedures 

consisted of parallel methods including laboratory-based assessment of parent and child 

psychopathology, family functioning, and peer relationships. Developmentally appropriate 

expansion into substance use and delinquency domains were included at Wave 2 and 3. 

Teachers were asked to complete teacher-rated forms at all waves of the study. All procedures 

were approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board. 

Measures 

Childhood Irritability  

 The Disruptive Behavior Disorder (DBD; Pelham et al., 1992) rating scale is a 45-item 

rating scale of DSM-IV child ADHD, ODD, and CD symptoms completed by both parents and 

teachers. Ratings ranged from 0 to 3 (0 = not at all, 1 = just a little, 2 = pretty much, and 3 = 

very much). Symptoms endorsed as a 2 or 3 are considered present; for the “or” rule, the 

symptom was considered present if endorsed by either the parent or teacher whereas the “and” 

rule required that the symptom be endorsed as a 2 or 3 by both informants. Irritability will be 

estimated from the sum of three items: (1) is often angry and resentful, (2) is often touchy or 

easily annoyed by others, and (3) often loses temper (Stringaris & Goodman, 2009). Thus, each 

child had a total irritability score that ranged from 0 to 3 based on the four informant 

combinations described above. 

Internalizing and Externalizing Problems 

 The Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach et al., 2001) is a 113-item parent rating 

scales that assesses clinical problems and adaptive functioning in youth over the previous six 

months. Items were scored on a 0 to 2 Likert scale (0 = not true, 1 = somewhat true, and 2 = 

very or often true) and raw scores were converted to T-scores based on the nationally 

representative normative sample. CBCL T-scores for Internalizing Problems and Externalizing 

Problems broadbands will be recoded into a dichotomous variable using a T-score of 64 to 
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determine clinical elevation (Nelson et al., 2016). Scores greater than or equal to 64 were coded 

as 1, which represents clinically significant problems, whereas scores below 64 were coded as 

0, which represents normative levels. Full breakdown of distribution is located on Table 1.3.  

Adjusted Outcomes Model 

To combat item overlap and potential inflated associations, two separate outcome 

variables were calculated. First, the raw score sum of the CBCL Externalizing Problems scale 

was used. A second “adjusted” CBCL externalizing score was calculated with three overlapping 

items removed: “stubborn, sullen, or irritable,” “sudden changes in mood or feelings,” and 

“temper tantrums or hot temper” (Evans et al., 2019). The Adjusted Externalizing Problems thus 

reflects a raw score sum relatively free of contamination with irritability items. Because this 

adjustment prohibits inferences of clinical significance otherwise inferred from the normed T 

score, we instead calculated quartiles; specifically, we dichotomized adolescents in the highest 

quartile versus the remaining lowest three quartiles where 1 = elevated and 0 = 

subthreshold/normal (Lee & Hinshaw, 2004). Notably, the Adjusted Externalizing Problems and 

Unadjusted Externalizing Problems scale were only evaluated as part of Aim 1a.   

Functional impairment 

 The Children’s Global Assessment Scale (CGAS; (Shaffer et al., 1983) estimates a 

child’s lowest level of overall functioning during the past 6 months completed by the clinician 

and parent. Scores ranged from 0 (most impaired) to 100 (no impairment). Parents and 

interviewers, following completion of a structured diagnostic interview, were asked to consider 

the child’s emotional and behavioral functioning at home, school, with friends, and during leisure 

time. Parents and interviewers separately designed a score for each child; a cutoff score of 70 

was used to estimate clinical significance given that this threshold previously discriminated 

normal functioning from severe problems where treatment may be warranted (Steinhausen, 

1987). Scores greater than or equal to 70 suggested normal functioning (score = 0) whereas 
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scores less than 70 suggested functional impairment in at least one domain (e.g., home, school, 

social; score = 1). Full breakdown of distribution is located on Table 1.3.  

Data Analytic Plan 

 Multilevel logistic regressions analyzed the prospective association of informant 

combinations –  parent only, teacher only, parent “and” teacher, and parent “or” teacher – with 

respect to clinically elevated CBCL Internalizing and Externalizing Problems, CBCL Adjusted 

and Unadjusted Externalizing Problems (i.e., total after with 3 irritability-related items excluded), 

and CGAS functional impairment. Sex was included as a time-invariant covariate. Full multilevel 

model is as follows: 

Level 1:  
𝑝𝑖𝑡 = 𝑝(𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 1|𝑢𝑖𝑡) 

𝑌𝑖𝑡|𝑢𝑖𝑡~𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑝𝑖𝑡) 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝𝑖𝑡) = 𝑏0𝑖 + 𝑏1𝑖𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝑏2𝑖𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡 + 𝑏3𝑖𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡(𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡) 
 
Level 2:  

𝑏0𝑖 = 𝛽00 + 𝛽01𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑖 + 𝜁0𝑖 

𝑏1𝑖 = 𝛽10 + 𝛽11𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑖 + 𝜁1𝑖 

𝑏2𝑖 = 𝛽20 + 𝛽21𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑖 + 𝜁2𝑖 

𝑏3𝑖 = 𝛽30 + 𝛽31𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑖 + 𝜁3𝑖 
 
 
Combined Equation:  
  

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝𝑖𝑡) = 𝛽00 + 𝛽01𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽10𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽11𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡(𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑖) + 𝛽20𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛽21𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡(𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑖) + 𝛽30𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡(𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡)
+ 𝛽31(𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡)(𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡)(𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑖) + [𝜁0𝑖 + 𝜁1𝑖 + 𝜁2𝑖 + 𝜁3𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡] 

 

We then employed follow up receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves to explicitly model 

the accuracy of predictions for the CBCL Internalizing and Externalizing problems as well as 

CGAS parent and clinician-rated impairment. ROC curves graphically represent true positive 

versus false positive rates. For significant models from the longitudinal logistic regressions, we 

compared different assessment methods for childhood irritability (parent only, teacher only, 

combination of parent “and” teacher, or parent “or” teacher) separately with respect to their true 

(sensitivity) and false positive (1 – specificity) rates based on the areas between two curves 
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(Youngstrom, 2014). That is, when the overall model was unrelated with an outcome, the ROC 

curve was not graphed or compared. For ROC analyses, significance was estimated if the area 

under the curve (AUC) did not include 0.50 in the confidence interval; however, to enhance 

clinical utility, use of higher cutoffs is recommended. In the present study, we employed an AUC 

threshold greater than 0.56, which suggests a significant, small effect (Rice & Harris, 2005). An 

AUC of 0.70 (Swets, 1988) was prioritized if a specific informant combination was adequately 

associated with clinical (i.e., psychopathology, functional impairment) outcomes. Hanley & 

McNeil’s (1983) method tested AUC differences to estimate which informant combination best 

predicted key outcomes, which represents a more accurate diagnostic test.  

Results  

Longitudinal Logistic Regressions  

To review, we ran longitudinal logistic regressions for each of the informant combinations (i.e., 

parent only, teacher only, parent “and” teacher, and parent “or” teacher) separately with respect 

to outcomes (CBCL Internalizing and Externalizing Problems, CBCL Adjusted and Unadjusted 

Externalizing Problems (i.e., excluding irritability-related items), and CGAS functional 

impairment). Fixed effects estimated the associations of informant combinations with clinically 

elevated outcomes. For example, when a specific informant or informant combination 

significantly and positively predicted irritability, inferentially, this suggests that irritability was 

positively associated with increased log odds of the outcome, holding sex and time constant. In 

other words, as irritability increased, the likelihood of the outcome occurring also increased, 

after accounting for the effects of sex and time. Summary of regression models are on Tables 

1.4 and 1.5. 

Predicting Clinically Elevated Internalizing Problems 

We used four methods (parent only, teacher only, parent “and” teacher, and parent “or” teacher) 

of estimating irritability to separately evaluate their predictions of clinically elevated CBCL 

Internalizing Problems. Across the separate models, parent only (Wald Chi2 = 29.19, 𝑝 = 0.0001) 
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and combined parent “or” teacher (Wald Chi2 = 25.30, 𝑝 = 0.0007) models significantly predicted 

elevated CBCL Internalizing Problems, but the teacher only and parent “and” teacher 

combination did not.   

Parent only: Parent-rated irritability significantly (𝛽 = 1.19, 𝑧 = 2.07, 𝑝 = 0.038) predicted 

a higher probability of exhibiting clinically significant CBCL Internalizing Problems but additional 

effects of time, sex, and the associated cross level interactions (i.e., [time x sex], [irritability x 

sex], [irritability x time], [time x sex x irritability]) did not. 

Parent “or” Teacher: The parent “or” teacher-rated irritability combination marginally 

predicted the probability of clinically elevated CBCL Internalizing Problems (𝛽 = 0.91, 𝑧 =

1.83, 𝑝 = 0.067). Time, sex, and the associated cross level interactions did not, however.  

Predicting Clinically Elevated Externalizing Problems 

We then tested the four informant combinations of irritability separately as predictors of clinically 

elevated CBCL Externalizing Problems. Parent only (Wald Chi2 = 34.87, 𝑝 < 0.0001), teacher 

only (Wald Chi2 = 14.93, 𝑝 = 0.037), parent “and” teacher (Wald Chi2 = 25.32, 𝑝 < 0.0001), and 

parent “or” teacher (Wald Chi2 = 39.07, 𝑝 < 0.0001) each significantly predicted CBCL 

Externalizing Problems. 

Parent Only: Parent-rated irritability (𝛽 = 1.94, 𝑧 = 3.10, 𝑝 = 0.002) significantly predicted 

clinically elevated CBCL Externalizing Problems, as did time (𝛽 = −1.76, 𝑧 = −2.13, 𝑝 = 0.033). 

Sex and the associated cross level interactions did not.  

Teacher Only: Fixed effects of teacher-rated irritability, time, sex, and their associated 

cross level interactions did not predict clinical elevations of CBCL Externalizing Problems.  

Parent “and” Teacher: Similarly, parent “and” teacher-rated irritability, time, and sex did 

not predict clinically elevated CBCL Externalizing Problems. However, the cross-level sex x time 

interaction marginally (𝛽 = −0.85, 𝑧 = −1.72, 𝑝 = 0.086) predicted the outcome. This suggests 
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that the effect of time on the log odds of clinically elevated CBCL Externalizing Problems was 

weaker for boys than for girls. 

Parent “or” Teacher: Combined parent “or” teacher-rated irritability (𝛽 = 1.73, 𝑧 =

3.14, 𝑝 = 0.002) significantly predicted CBCL Externalizing Problems. Effects of time, sex, and 

the associated cross level interactions did not, however.  

Predicting Clinically Elevated Externalizing Problems: Adjusted vs Unadjusted Models 

To combat potential inflated associations between irritability and outcomes secondary to 

potential item overlap, we removed three items related to irritability from the CBCL Externalizing 

Problems raw score to create an outcome score free of overlapping irritability items. We used 

identical procedures to those described above to separately test predictions of elevated 

externalizing problems from the four different informant combinations, but now adjusted for item 

overlap. The overall models for the parent only (Wald Chi2 = 45.42, 𝑝 < 0.0001), combined 

parent “and” teacher (Wald Chi2 = 17.78, 𝑝 = 0.0068), and combined parent “or” teacher 

(Wald Chi2 = 49.39, 𝑝 < 0.0001) significantly predicted Adjusted CBCL Externalizing Problems. 

Similarly, parent only (Wald Chi2 = 39.20, 𝑝 < 0.0001), combined parent “and” teacher 

(Wald Chi2 = 16.20, 𝑝 = 0.013), and combined parent “or” teacher (Wald Chi2 = 43.38, 𝑝 <

0.0001) significantly predicted Unadjusted CBCL Externalizing Problems. 

 Parent Only: Parent-rated irritability (𝛽 = 1.98, 𝑧 = 2.85, 𝑝 = 0.004) significantly predicted 

elevated Adjusted CBCL Externalizing Problems, however, time, sex, and their cross level 

interactions did not. Similarly, parent-rated irritability (𝛽 = 2.11, 𝑧 = 2.84, 𝑝 = 0.005) significantly 

predicted elevated Unadjusted CBCL Externalizing Problems as well. 

Parent “and” Teacher: Sex significantly predicted elevated log odds in both Adjusted 

(𝛽 = 2.12, 𝑧 = 2.12, 𝑝 = 0.034) and Unadjusted (𝛽 = 1.95, 𝑧 = 2.28, 𝑝 = 0.023) CBCL 

Externalizing Problems.  
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Parent “or” Teacher: Parent “or” teacher-rated irritability (𝛽 = 1.84, 𝑧 = 2.97, 𝑝 = 0.003) 

significantly predicted clinical elevations of Adjusted CBCL Externalizing Problems but effects 

secondary to time, sex, and the associated cross level interactions did not. Parent “or” teacher-

rated irritability (𝛽 = 1.77, 𝑧 = 2.71, 𝑝 = 0.007) also significantly predicted elevated Unadjusted 

CBCL Externalizing Problems.  

Predicting Clinical Elevated Parent-Rated Functional Impairment 

Similar tests evaluated whether the four methods of ascertaining irritability significantly predicted 

clinically elevated parent-rated functional/global impairment. The overall models for parent only 

(Wald Chi2 = 37.83, 𝑝 < 0.0001), parent “and” teacher (Wald Chi2 = 18.30, 𝑝 = 0.0026), and 

parent “or” teacher (Wald Chi2 = 32.56, 𝑝 < 0.0001), but not teacher only, significantly predicted 

parent-rated functional impairment.  

Parent Only: Parent-rated irritability and time each significantly predicted parent-rated 

functional impairment (𝛽 = 1.04, 𝑧 = 2.44, 𝑝 = 0.015 and 𝛽 = −0.84, 𝑧 = −2.43, 𝑝 = 0.015), 

respectively. Interpretively, this suggests that – with all other predictors held constant – a 

decrease in log odds over time was associated with more parent-rated functional impairment. 

Effects of sex and the associated cross level interactions did not, however. 

Parent “and” Teacher: Parent “and” teacher-rated irritability significantly predicted parent-

rated functional impairment (𝛽 = 1.03, 𝑧 = 2.38, 𝑝 = 0.017) whereas time, sex, and the 

associated cross level interactions did not. 

Parent “or” Teacher: Parent “or” teacher-rated irritability significantly (𝛽 = 0.81, 𝑧 =

2.21, 𝑝 = 0.027) predicted parent-rated functional impairment. Other effects of time, sex, and the 

associated cross level interactions did not. 

Predicting Clinically Elevated Clinician-Rated Functional Impairment 

Finally, we used identical procedures to test predictions of clinician-related global impairment. 

Parent only (Wald Chi2 = 41.43, 𝑝 < 0.0001) and parent “or” teacher combination (Wald Chi2 =
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42.33, 𝑝 < 0.0001) models significantly predicted clinician-rated functional impairment, but 

teacher only and combined parent “and” teacher did not.  

Parent Only: Parent-rated irritability (𝛽 = 1.74, 𝑧 = 2.75, 𝑝 = 0.006) significantly predicted 

clinician-rated functional impairment, but time, sex, and the associated cross level interactions 

did not. 

Parent “or” Teacher: Parent “or” teacher-rated irritability (𝛽 = 1.65, 𝑧 = 2.95, 𝑝 = 0.003) 

also significantly predicted clinician-rated functional impairment. However, secondary effects of 

time, sex, and the associated cross level interactions did not. 

Receiver Operator Characteristics: Model Comparison 

To review, when longitudinal logistic regression models significantly predicted psychopathology 

or functional impairment (i.e., CBCL Internalizing Problems, CBCL Externalizing Problems, 

Parent- and Clinician-rated Functional Impairment from the CGAS), we subsequently estimated 

ROC curves for each individual outcome. Statistical significance was indicated if the AUC 

confidence interval did not include 0.70. AUCs for models compared are summarized in Table 

1.6.  

Clinically Elevated CBCL Internalizing Problems  

The ROC-derived comparison suggested that parent only and parent “or” teacher models were 

significantly associated with CBCL Internalizing Problems. With respect to AUCs values, parent-

rated irritability was significantly more accurate than parent “or” teacher report (𝑐ℎ𝑖2 =  5.08, 𝑝 =

 0.0242). 

Clinically Elevated CBCL Externalizing Problems  

Given that all informant combinations significantly predicted clinically elevated CBCL 

Externalizing Problems at the first step, we compared the accuracy of their ROC curves. 

Overall, based on their respective AUC values, the four informant combinations did not differ 

significantly with respect to their accuracy in predicting CBCL Externalizing Problems.  

Clinically Elevated Parent- and Clinician-rated Functional Impairment  
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 Parent-rated: Three methods of irritability – parent only, parent “and” teacher, and parent 

“or” teacher – were compared with respect to their prediction of parent-rated functional 

impairment. Similar to the pattern observed above with respect to CBCL Externalizing Problems, 

the three informant combinations did not differ significantly in accurately predicted parent-rated 

functional impairment. 

 Clinician-rated: We compared the parent only and combined parent “or” teacher 

irritability ratings; once again, the informant combinations did not differ significantly in detecting 

clinician ratings of clinically elevated functional impairment.  

Discussion 

Although childhood irritability is a major motivation for treatment-seeking families, it is surprising 

that there is modest evidence to guide optimal methods of assessment. The current study 

empirically prosecuted specific combinations of parent and teacher ratings of childhood 

irritability – the most common and clinically relevant informants -- with respect to their prediction 

of later clinical outcomes. We prospectively followed a diverse sample of 230 children (68% 

male, 50% non-White) with (n=120) and without (n=110) ADHD for 6 to 7 years from childhood 

into early adolescence. Multi-level longitudinal logistic regressions compared parent only, 

teacher only, parent “and” teacher, and parent “or” teacher ratings of childhood irritability as 

independent predictors of CBCL Internalizing and Externalizing Problems as well as parent- and 

clinician-rated functional impairment. Because shared item overlap likely inflates associations 

between irritability and psychopathology criteria, we tested parallel models with irritability items 

removed from the outcome. Next, when specific informants or informant combinations 

significantly predicted outcomes, we subsequently employed ROC to compare the relative 

accuracy of their predictions. Several key findings emerged: (a) overall, parent-rated and parent 

“or” teacher-rated irritability significantly predicted CBCL Internalizing and Externalizing 

Problems as well as functional impairment (b) although the overall model of teacher report 

significantly predicted CBCL Externalizing Problems, the fixed effect of teacher-rated irritability 
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did not; (c) when overlapping items between irritability and psychopathology outcomes were 

removed, parent only and parent “or” teacher-rated irritability significantly predicted Adjusted 

and Unadjusted Externalizing Problems; (d) follow-up tests revealed that parent only rated 

irritability was significantly more accurate than parent “or” teacher-rated irritability with respect to 

longitudinally predicted CBCL Internalizing Problems. None of the other informant combinations 

differed with respect to any other clinical or functional outcome.  

In the present study, parent only models positively predicted internalizing and 

externalizing problems (e.g., Leibenluft et al., 2006, Stringaris et al., 2009). On the other hand, 

teacher only models specifically predicted externalizing outcomes, but not internalizing 

outcomes or functional impairment. This dissociation is somewhat surprising given that teachers 

are central to assessments of children’s socio-emotional functioning and their unique position to 

observe children intensively across multiple situations (e.g., social, academic) (Keiley et al., 

2003). Previously, teacher assessment data were inconsistently associated with key outcomes; 

for example, some evidence suggested clinical utility for predicting internalizing and 

externalizing outcomes whereas other studies found that teacher data specifically predicted 

later externalizing outcomes (Dwyer et al., 2006; Tandon et al., 2009; Zee & Rudasill, 2011). 

Several complicating factors likely affected definitive inferences: first, previous studies were 

typically cross-sectional, limiting inferences to concurrent (versus predictive) validity. Second, 

teacher-rated data are also sensitive to factors ranging from normative changes in teachers 

across grades, variable relationship quality between students and teachers (Rucinski et al., 

2018), and experience of teachers (i.e., years teaching and familiarity with youth mental health 

problems; Monducci et al., 2018), which weakens clinical inferences. Interestingly, teacher-rated 

data increased clinical utility when paired together with parent report using the “or” rule in the 

present study, perhaps capturing different patterns of child functioning across multiple settings, 

thereby increasing sensitivity (De Los Reyes & Kazdin, 2005, Rettew et al., 2009). Tests with 

high sensitivity align well with efforts to improve early detection and referral to interventions that 
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significantly reduce later burden (Chorpita & Daeiden, 2014; Patel et al., 2007). However, 

increasing sensitivity is accompanied by the risk of false positives (thus decreasing specificity). 

Thus, optimal informants and informant combinations must balance sensitivity and specificity 

and simultaneously attend to the goals of the assessment. For example, Youngstrom & Van 

Meter (2016)’s clinical management model contends that tests intended to identify high risk 

youth or high acuity conditions may require psychometric profiles of sensitivity and specificity 

that are meaningfully different than tests designed to identify youth who would benefit from 

ongoing monitoring or preventative strategies.  

More than psychopathology, functional impairment is the principle motivation for 

treatment seeking (Barkley, 2015). To strengthen the clinical significance of this study, 

informants for irritability were evaluated with respect to their independent prediction of 

adolescent functional impairment. Parent-rated and parent “or” teacher-rated irritability positively 

predicted parent- and clinician-rated functional impairment whereas teacher ratings alone did 

not. Consistent with previous research, parents observe children more diversely and thus may 

be better positioned to assess functional/global impairment relative to teachers (De Los Reyes 

et al., 2009). It may also be the case that determining “optimal informants” is elusive; rather, 

focusing on specific contexts and specific clinical questions should guide decisions about 

clinical assessment strategies. In other words, ascertaining optimal informants must attend to 

specific situational contexts, an area that warrants further research (De Le Reyes et al., 2015).  

Given its clinical and transdiagnostic utility (Beauchaine & Tackett, 2020), evaluating which 

informants – independently and in combination – optimally assess childhood irritability is urgently 

needed. Like other individual difference behaviors that interact with contextual factors (e.g., 

emotion regulation – Eisenberg et al., 2010), irritability is observable across settings and 

situations. Theoretically, context-dependent irritability is hypothesized to explain how irritability 

manifests across settings, including in response to situational influences (e.g., family stress 

versus peer stress at school), but that has yet to be directly prosecuted for childhood irritability 
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(Stringaris et al., 2017). For instance, whereas ODD symptoms observed at home were 

associated with child effortful control and parental hostility, teacher-rated ODD symptoms – but 

not parent-rated ODD symptoms – were positively associated with youth social problems (Drabick 

et al., 2007; Lavigne et al., 2014). Similarly, parent and teacher ratings of peer relationships 

showed similar divergence with socio-emotional adjustment (Cullerton-Sen & Crick, 2005). 

Therefore, in addition to elucidating limits of different informants (and their combinations), a 

parallel line of work should evaluate parent and teacher ratings of behaviors specific to different 

settings the potential that they may show unique patterns of associations with external criteria. 

Collecting multi-informant clinical assessment data is a central tenet of developmental 

psychopathology, but widespread clinical implementation is disadvantaged by the absence of 

strong evidence on how to combine the data. Thus, psychometric evaluations of assessment 

methods and informants must report their performance with respect to balancing true-positives 

against false positives. Detrimentally, false-positive assessment data perpetuate systematic 

inequities, contribute to stigma, and create additional burden for acute mental health resources 

(Isaac et al., 2024; Millman & Schiffman, 2017). Overall, parent-rated irritability and parent “or” 

teacher informants consistently predicted outcomes with high AUC values (i.e., >0.90), suggesting 

strong accuracy and clinical utility. Compared to each other, parent only ratings of irritability were 

significantly more accurate than the “or” rule in detecting clinically elevated internalizing problems; 

these two approaches were comparable with respect to predictions of externalizing problems and 

functional impairment, however. This aligns with previous evidence where parents reliably 

predicted internalizing problems whereas both parent and teacher report usefully predicted 

externalizing problems (Sourander & Helstela, 2005). It may be the case that internalizing and 

externalizing problems are separable with respect to parent vs. teacher ratings. As noted above, 

the clinical purpose of clinical assessment must also be considered: for example, the school-

based universal mental health screening (UMHS) is an evidence-based approach to identify 

children at risk of developing mental health concerns by utilizing teacher, parent, and self-report 
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(Weist et al., 2003). Although UMHS reduces biases by incorporating multiple informants to detect 

mental health challenges, not all contexts and settings (e.g., primary care, emergency rooms, 

schools) have the resources or training to assess multiple informants and provide comprehensive 

services. (Baker-Ericzen et al., 2013). Primary care providers assess mental health challenges, 

but limited face-to-face time with families challenges reliable use of evidence-based assessment 

methods (Baxter et al., 2013). The current findings suggest screening tools may prioritize specific 

informants for internalizing and externalizing outcomes, which may reduce opportunity costs and 

improve clinical uptake. This promotes triaging and informs evidence-based clinical decision 

making (e.g., need for services; Higa-McMillan et al., 2016). 

Important strengths in the current study include a prospective longitudinal design from 

childhood to adolescence and multi-informant/method assessments of key constructs. 

Nevertheless, we readily acknowledge key limitations. For example, youth self-reported 

irritability – in childhood and adolescence – data were not collected, despite evidence of 

incremental validity across multiple dimensions of psychopathology (Aebi et al., 2017; De Los 

Reyes & Kazdin, 2005). Second, there is increasing evidence that irritability consists of facets 

that differentially predict outcomes (e.g., tonic versus phasic irritability; Silver et al., 2021; high 

anger, low anger, distress three factor model; Hirsch et al., 2022). To accelerate understanding 

of irritability as a transdiagnostic risk factor, future research should evaluate a broader range of 

assessment methods including task-based strategies and variations in situational and 

contextual aspects of irritability (Dougherty et al., 2020). Finally, although we tested the 

accuracy of different informant combinations across parent and teacher report, research also 

suggests the utility of discrepant reports in identifying children at risk for later challenges. For 

example, the magnitude of parent-child discrepancies with respect to three domains of parental 

monitoring (i.e., child disclosure, parental knowledge, and parental solicitation) were uniquely 

associated with childhood depressive symptoms, suggesting that patterns of discrepancies may 

aid in detecting later depression (De Los Reyes & Goodman et al., 2008). Additionally, there is 
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increasing recognition that informant discrepancies do not simply reflect measurement error but 

rather may be sensitive to unique and important clinical phenomena. There is considerable 

divergence between youth and parenting ratings on the Affective Reactivity Scale, suggesting 

potentially different interpretations of scale items (Mallidi et al., 2023). However, these 

discrepancies may be further affected by age and diagnosis (i.e., great discrepancy with young 

children or having a diagnosis of DMDD) (Zik et al., 2022). Thus, future studies should not only 

investigate how informant data can be combined but also to understand if informant differences 

are clinically meaningful (e.g., differentially predict clinical outcomes). 
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Study I Tables and Figures 

Table 1.1: Descriptive Information for Demographics and Study Variables  

Variable Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 

Age (SD) 7.4 (1.1) 9.7 (1.3) 12.1 (1.4) 
Sex (% Male) 68% - - 
Race (% Caucasian)  51% - - 
N ADHD diagnosis (% sample) 121 (52%) 88 (38%) 52 (22%) 
Mean number Parent only irritability symptoms (SD) 0.53 (.94) 0.34 (.71) 0.44 (.84) 
Mean number Teacher only irritability symptoms (SD) 0.41 (.90) 0.24 (.64) 0.24 (.65) 
Mean number Parent AND Teacher irritability 
symptoms (SD) 

0.16 (.56) 0.036 (.26) 0.053 (.31) 

Mean number Parent OR Teacher irritability symptoms 
(SD) 

0.66 (1.04) 0.42 (.78) 0.47 (.86) 

 
Table 1.2: Summary of Study Measures 

Construct Measure Informant/Method Measure Information  

Childhood 
Irritability 

Disruptive 
Behavior Disorder 
Rating Scale 

Parent and teacher report 
rating scale 

Symptom categorized 
as ‘present’ if indicated 
a 2 or 3 

Internalizing 
Problems 

Child Behavior 
Checklist  

Parent report rating scale T scores converted to 
clinical 
elevations/normal 
limits 

Externalizing 
Problems 

Child Behavior 
Checklist – T 
Scores  

Parent report rating scale T scores converted to 
clinical 
elevations/normal 
limits 

Adjusted & 
Unadjusted 
Externalizing 
Problems 

Child Behavior 
Checklist – 
Externalizing 
Problems Raw 
Scores  

Parent report rating scale Raw scores 
dichotomized and raw 
scores that removed 
irritability-related items 

Functional 
Impairment 

Children’s Global 
Assessment Scale 

Parent-rated and clinician-
rated interview  

Clinical cutoff scores 
used to determine 
clinical 
elevations/normal 
limits 
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Table 1.3: Number of Participants with Clinical Elevations of Key Outcomes  

Parent Report Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 

Internalizing Problems n = 52 (22%) n = 42 (22%) n = 30 (13%) 
Externalizing Problems n = 60 (26%) n = 25 (11%) n = 18 (8%) 

    

Teacher Report  Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 

Internalizing Problems n = 37 (16%) n = 14 (6%) n = 14 (6%) 
Externalizing Problems n = 35 (15%) n = 13 (6%) n = 12 (5%) 

Parent-rated Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 

Functional Impairment n = 98 (42%) n = 58 (25%) n = 36 (16%) 

    

Clinician Rated Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 

Functional Impairment n = 121 (52%) n = 96 (41%) n = 74 (32%) 

    

Adjusted Models     

 Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 

Adjusted Externalizing Problems n = 57 (25%) n = 44 (22%) n = 36 (22%) 

Unadjusted Externalizing 
Problems 

n = 50 (22%) n = 49 (25%) n = 36 (22%) 
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Table 1.4: Multilevel Longitudinal Logistic Regression 
1.4a: Informant Combinations of Irritability Predicting Internalizing Problems  

Model Predictors 𝛽 z Wald p 

Parent Report Only  
Constant -4.02 -4.89  <.0001* 

 Time 0.36 0.81  0.42  
Irritability  1.19 1.28  0.038* 

 Sex 1.02 0.82  0.20 

 Time x Irritability  0.36 -1.65  0.41  
Time x Sex -0.88 0.13  0.099  
Irritability x Sex 0.084 0.82  0.90  
Time x Irritability x Sex -0.51 -1.00  0..32 

  Overall Model 
  

29.19 <.0001* 

Teacher Only 
 Constant -5.95 -7.32  <.0001* 

 Time -0.26 -0.40  0.69 

 Irritability  0.63 0.61  0.54 

 Sex 0.94 0.95  0.34  
Time x Irritability  0.27 0.22  0.83  
Time x Sex -0.69 -0.86  0.39  
Irritability x Sex 0.22 0.19  0.85  
Time x Irritability x Sex -1.17 -0.78  0.44 

  Overall Model 
  

11.44 0.121 

Parent “and” Teacher  

 Constant -3.16 -5.07  <.0001*  
Time 0.44 1.35  0.18  
Irritability  0.63 0.62  0.53  
Sex 0.91 1.46  0.15  
Time x Irritability  0.32 0.16  0.88 

 Time x Sex -0.96 -2.39  0.017 

 Irritability x Sex 0.34 0.30  0.76  
Time x Irritability x Sex -0.59 -0.28  0.78 

  Overall Model   13.11 0.0695 

Parent “or” Teacher  

 Constant -3.66 -4.90  <.0001* 

 Time 0.15 0.36  0.72 

 Irritability  0.91 1.83  0.067 

 Sex 0.91 1.21  0.23 

 Time x Irritability  0.40 1.02  0.31 

 Time x Sex -0.53 -1.06  0.29 

 Irritability x Sex -0.11 -0.19  0.85 

 Time x Irritability x Sex -0.56 -1.23  0.22 

  Overall Model 
  

25.30 0.0007* 
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1.4b: Informant Combinations of Irritability Predicting Externalizing Problems  

Model Predictors 𝛽 z Wald p 

Parent Report Only 
 Constant -3.67 -4.40  <.0001* 

 Time -1.76 -2.13  0.033* 

 Irritability  1.94 3.10  0.002* 

 Sex 0.12 0.15  0.88 

 Time x Irritability  0.56 1.09  0.28 

 Time x Sex 0.41 0.47  0.64 

 Irritability x Sex 0.64 0.86  0.39 

 Time x Irritability x Sex -0.78 -1.23  0.22 
  Overall Model   34.87 <.0001* 

Teacher Only 

 Constant -2.55 -3.23  0.001* 

 Time -0.52 -0.96  0.34 

 Irritability  1.25 1.58  0.11 

 Sex 0.11 0.16  0.87 

 Time x Irritability  -0.55 -0.57  0.57 

 Time x Sex -0.79 -1.13  0.26 

 Irritability x Sex -0.17 -0.20  0.84 

 Time x Irritability x Sex 0.90 0.86  0.39 

  Overall Model   14.93 0.037* 

Parent “and” Teacher  

 Constant -3.09 -4.48  <.0001* 

 Time -0.54 -1.38  0.17 

 Irritability  0.68 0.59  0.89 

 Sex 0.62 0.96  0.34 

 Time x Irritability  -0.24 -0.14  0.89 

 Time x Sex -0.85 -1.72  0.086 

 Irritability x Sex 2.12 1.37  0.17 

 Time x Irritability x Sex 0.11 0.06  0.95 

  Overall Model   25.32 0.007* 

Parent “or” Teacher  

 Constant -3.69 -4.56  <.0001 

 Time -1.49 -1.93  0.053 

 Irritability  1.73 3.14  0.002* 

 Sex 0.42 0.53  0.60 

 Time x Irritability  0.47 0.99  0.32 

 Time x Sex 0.21 0.25  0.80 

 Irritability x Sex 0.033 0.05  0.96 

 Time x Irritability x Sex -0.36 -0.65  0.51 

  Overall Model   39.07 <.0001* 
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1.4c: Informant Combinations of Irritability Predicting Parent Rated Functional Impairment 

Model Predictors 𝛽 z Wald p 

Parent Report Only 
 Constant -1.21 -2.97  0.003* 

 Time -0.84 -2.43  0.015* 

 Irritability  1.04 2.44  0.015* 

 Sex 0.38 0.78  0.43 

 Time x Irritability  0.25 0.79  0.43 

 Time x Sex 0.56 1.43  0.15 

 Irritability x Sex -0.11 -0.22  0.83 

 Time x Irritability x Sex -0.49 -1.30  0.19 
  Overall Model   37.83 <.0001* 

Teacher Only 

 Constant -0.90 -2.39  0.017 

 Time -0.052 -0.16  0.87 

 Irritability  1.47 0.82  0.073 

 Sex 0.39 0.84  0.40 

 Time x Irritability  -0.055 -0.21  0.83 

 Time x Sex -0.14 -0.36  0.72 

 Irritability x Sex -1.04 -1.22  0.22 

  Overall Model   9.06 0.17 

Parent “and” Teacher  

 Constant -0.93 -2.67  0.008* 

 Time -0.36 -1.44  0.15 

 Irritability  1.02 2.38  0.017* 

 Sex 0.44 1.06  0.29 

 Time x Irritability  0.20 0.50  0.62 

 Time x Sex 0.00096 <0.01  0.997 

  Overall Model   18.30 0.0026* 

Parent “or” Teacher  

 Constant -1.15 -2.98  0.003 

 Time -0.60 -1.91  0.057 

 Irritability  0.81 2.21  0.027* 

 Sex 0.30 0.65  0.51 

 Time x Irritability  0.12 0.45  0.66 

 Time x Sex 0.43 1.17  0.24 

 Irritability x Sex -0.097 -0.23  0.82 

 Time x Irritability x Sex -0.35 -1.05  0.29 

  Overall Model   32.56 <.0001* 
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1.4d: Informant Combinations of Irritability Predicting Clinician Rated Functional Impairment 

Model Predictors 𝛽 z Wald p 

Parent Report Only 
 Constant -1.03 -2.64  0.008 

 Time -0.10 -0.36  0.72 

 Irritability  1.74 2.75  0.006 

 Sex 0.70 1.51  0.132 

 Time x Irritability  -0.010 -0.02  0.98 

 Time x Sex 0.15 0.45  0.66 

 Irritability x Sex -0.47 -0.67  0.51 

 Time x Irritability x Sex -0.26 -0.52  0.60 
  Overall Model   41.43 <.0001 

Teacher Only – Model did not converge 

Parent “and” Teacher – Model did not converge  

Parent “or” Teacher  

 Constant -1.10 -2.83  0.005 

 Time 0.0222 0.08  0.94 

 Irritability  1.65 2.95  0.003 

 Sex 0.76 1.61  0.107 

 Time x Irritability  -0.21 -0.57  0.57 

 Time x Sex 0.038 0.11  0.91 

 Irritability x Sex -0.64 -1.04  0.30 

 Time x Irritability x Sex 0.057 0.13  0.84 

  Overall Model   42.33 <.0001 
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Table 1.5: Multilevel Longitudinal Logistic Regression – Adjusted Models for Item Overlap  

  Adjusted Unadjusted 

 Predictors 𝛽 z Wald p 𝛽 z Wald p 

Parent Report Only     
 Constant -4.40 -4.96  <.0001* -5.04 -4.78  <.0001* 

 Time -0.24 -0.41  0.68 0.27 0.45  0.66 

 Irritability  1.98 2.85  0.004 2.11 2.84  0.005 
 Sex 0.93 1.06  0.29 1.31 1.33  0.18 
 Time x Irritability  0.090 0.19  0.85 0.17 0.32  0.75 

 Time x Sex 0.26 0.40  0.69 -0.33 -0.48  0.63 

 Irritability x Sex 0.39 0.50  0.62 0.19 0.23  0.82 

 

Time x Irritability 
x Sex -0.083 -0.14  0.89 0.30 0.46  0.64 

  Overall Model   45.42 <.0001   39.20 <.0001 

Teacher Only     
 Constant -4.68 -2.98  0.003 -5.46 -2.75  0.006* 

 Time 0.64 0.91  0.37 0.88 1.13  0.26 
 Irritability  2.34 1.86  0.064 2.38 1.62  0.11 
 Sex 1.45 1.42  0.16 1.47 1.24  0.22 

 Time x Irritability  -1.2 -0.93  0.35 -0.86 -0.66  0.51 

 Time x Sex -0.70 -0.89  0.38 -0.69 -0.79  0.43 

 Irritability x Sex -1.43 -1.13  0.26 -1.05 -0.73  0.47 

 

Time x Irritability 
x Sex 1.85 1.32  0.19 1.62 1.07  0.28 

  Overall Model   10.10 0.183   9.92 0.193 

Parent “and” Teacher      
 Constant -4.01 -5.08  <.0001* -5.01 -4.93  <.0001* 

 Time 0.30 0.76  0.45 0.85 1.93  0.054 

 Irritability  1.07 0.86  0.39 1.41 1.01  0.31 

 Sex 1.55 2.12  0.034 1.95 2.28  0.023 

 Time x Irritability  2.75 1.94  0.052 2.55 1.63  0.10 
 Time x Sex -0.58 -1.27  0.21 -1.00 -1.99  0.047* 
 Time x Irritability 0.58 0.42  0.68 0.59 0.37  0.71 
  Overall Model   17.78 0.0068   16.20 0.0127 

Parent “or” Teacher      
 Constant -4.50 -5.03  <.0001* -5.05 -4.90  <.0001* 
 Time -0.044 -0.07  0.94 0.35 0.58  0.56 
 Irritability  1.84 2.97  0.003* 1.77 2.71  0.007* 
 Sex 1.39 1.57  0.12 1.48 1.52  0.13 

 Time x Irritability  0.0009 
<.00

1  0.99 0.16 0.32  0.75 
 Time x Sex -0.12 -0.18  0.86 -0.58 -0.85  0.40 
 Irritability x Sex -0.36 -0.53  0.59 -0.19 -0.26  0.79 

 
Time x Irritability 
x Sex 0.42 0.78  0.43 0.66 1.09  0.27 

  Overall Model   49.39 <.0001   43.38 <.0001 
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Table 1.6: ROC Analyses – Model AUC Values and Model Comparisons  

 Model AUC and Comparisons 

Internalizing Problems Parent vs Parent “OR” Teacher  

AUC Values  Parent: 0.983 
Parent “OR” Teacher: 0.979 

Model Comparison 𝜒2 = 5.08, 𝑝 = 0.024 

 

Externalizing Problems Parent vs Teacher vs Parent “AND” Teacher vs Parent “OR” Teacher 

AUC Values  Parent: 0.991 
Teacher: 0.984 
Parent “AND” Teacher: 0.988 
Parent “OR” Teacher: 0.987 

Model Comparison 𝜒2 = 4.56, 𝑝 = 0.21 

 

Parent rated Functional 
Impairment 

Parent vs Parent “AND” Teacher vs Parent “OR” Teacher 

AUC Values  Parent: 0.95 
Parent “AND” Teacher: 0.94  
Parent “OR” Teacher: 0.94 

Model Comparison 𝜒2 = 2.82, 𝑝 = 0.24 

 

Clinician Rated Functional 
Impairment  

Parent vs Parent “OR” Teacher 

AUC Values  Parent: 0.938 
Parent “OR” Teacher: 0.936 

Model Comparison 𝜒2 = 0.35, 𝑝 = 0.56 
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Figure 1.1. ROC Analyses Model Comparison – Internalizing Problems 

 
IP only = Parent only, IPorT = Parent “or” teacher 
 
Figure 1.2.  ROC Analyses Model Comparison – Externalizing Problem 

 
EPonly = Parent only, ETOnly = Teacher only, EPandT = Parent “and” teacher, EPorT = Parent “or” 
teacher 
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Figure 1.3. ROC Analyses Model Comparison – Parent-rated Functional Impairment 

 
CPPonly = Parent only, CPPandT = Parent “and” teacher, CPPorT = Parent “or Teacher 
 
Figure 1.4 ROC Analyses Model Comparison – Clinician-rated Functional Impairment 

 
CIPonly = Parent only, CIPorT = Parent “or” teacher  
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Study II: Latent Profile Analysis of Family Conflict and Temperament Dimensions: 
Associations with Childhood Irritability 

 

Defined by a propensity to experience anger in response to perceived frustration or 

threat, childhood irritability is normative (especially early in development) and typically declines 

during adolescence (Copeland et al., 2015). However, when frequent, developmentally-

aberrant, and persistent, irritability transdiagnostically predicts externalizing (e.g., aggression) 

and internalizing (e.g., mood, anxiety) problems (Beauchaine & Tackett, 2020; Dougherty et al., 

2015; Humphreys et al., 2019). Irritability also positively predicts worsening trajectories of 

functional outcomes (e.g., peer functioning, physical health, and service usage), even with 

control of baseline psychopathology (Sorcher et al., 2021). Its clinical significance is further 

suggested by recent evidence that irritability – rated independently by youth and parents – was 

the top problem among treatment seeking families, even more than other common dimensions 

of psychopathology (e.g., depression, anxiety, ADHD) (Evans et al., 2022). Taken together, there 

is increasing evidence that childhood irritability is prevalent, impairing, and significantly 

motivates treatment seeking, Thus, there is little question that irritability constitutes an important 

problem requiring innovations in theory, causal models, and intervention development. 

The considerable heterogeneity of childhood irritability represents a key obstacle 

preventing accelerations in new knowledge (Brotman et al., 2017): factorially, irritability consists 

of separable tonic (i.e., irritable mood) and phasic (i.e., temper outbursts) components that 

differentially predict outcomes (Silver et al., 2021). Clinically, management of childhood 

irritability must differentiate whether irritability itself, its (frequent) co-occurring problems, and/or 

whether the entire constellation of problems should be intervention targets (Stringaris et al., 

2017). Evidence-based interventions for depression, anxiety, and ODD, for example, may 

monitor irritability, but it rarely constitutes a unique intervention target (Stringaris et al., 2017; 

Vidal-Ribas et al., 2016). To date, there is inconsistent evidence on the efficacy of emerging 

interventions for irritability (Penton-Voak et al., 2013), including null results (Haller et al., 2022). 
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Alternatively, Forbes et al., (2019) proposed that targeting the general psychopathology risk 

factor (i.e., shared vulnerability factor across multiple dimensions of psychopathology; Caspi et 

al., 2014) may effectively prevent subsequent psychopathology. Based on this framework, it is 

plausible that targeting risk factors for irritability when designing interventions can help alleviate 

long term challenges as a result (Stringaris & Goodman, 2019). Thus, we contend that 

innovations in treatment development for irritability require careful attention to the co-occurring 

problems that accompany it as well as improved knowledge about unique and shared risk 

factors.  

To improve early detection and to facilitate treatment delivery, characterizing the 

developmental origins of irritability should be a priority (Wang et al., 2004). For example, 

multiple epidemiological and longitudinal studies observed elevated mental health concerns 

(e.g., ADHD, depression; Biederman et al., 2006; Brotman et al., 2017; Kagan et al., 2019; 

Stoddard et al., 2014), among individuals with significant irritability. A recent review also 

identified shared risk factors for depression and irritability including genetic liability, family 

history of depression, and dimensions of temperament (i.e., emotionality, sociability, and activity) 

(Vidal-Ribas & Stringaris, 2021). However, prosecuting irritability in the context of co-occurring 

conditions complicates identification of unique risk factors, thus preventing innovations on 

targeted interventions for childhood irritability. Given that liability for irritability is significantly 

correlated with liability for other dimensions of psychopathology, risk factors for irritability must 

not be characterized in isolation. For example, in a population-based cohort of low-income 

families, maternal depression, harsh parenting, and parental violence exposure were 

independently associated with worse trajectories of irritability; however, given that low SES itself 

is correlated with many risk factors, it remains which factors are uniquely associated with 

irritability (Corcoran & Franklin, 2008; Wiggins et al., 2014). Next, clinic-referred samples yield 

higher comorbidity with unique demographic and clinical correlates relative to population- or 

school-based samples (Goodman et al., 1997) including earlier age of onset and greater clinical 
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severity (Tripepi et al., 2010). For instance, in a recent study of high-irritability youth, treatment 

seeking families often reported high rates of family dysfunction; surprisingly, however, self-

reported irritability was inversely associated with family dysfunction (Zendarski et al., 2023), 

contrary to previous findings (van As & Janssens, 2002). This suggests methodological 

differences – spanning sampling strategies and variable methods of assessment to the 

continued myopic focus on individual risk factors without regard to correlated risk factors– 

prevent identification of novel risk factors for youth irritability. To specifically address these 

limitations, this study employed a nationally representative sample of youth and will rigorously 

prosecute unique risk factors for childhood irritability. 

Reflecting fundamental developmental psychopathology principles (e.g., equifinality), 

multivariate models of risk factors and processes should be prioritized (Drabick & Kendall, 

2010). Because of its clinical complexity and the centrality of multi-method/informant 

approaches to evidence-based assessment (Youngstrom & Van Meter, 2016), risk profiles for 

irritability across multiple indicators must be prioritized. Given that the assessment of 

environmental factors (e.g., SES, peer relationships, family environment) is necessary in case 

formulation, detection, and treatment of high-risk youth (Parra et al., 2010), identifying 

empirically-derived groups reflecting multiple domains associated with distinct long-term 

outcomes is a priority for monitoring and treatment triaging. For instance, in a key example of 

informing clinical practice, latent profiles consisting variability of irritability, self-regulation, and 

positive well-being characteristics were divergently associated with self-regulation, behavioral 

control, and prosocial behaviors. Specifically, youth characterized by high irritability/low self-

regulation profile exhibited the lowest levels prosocial behaviors (Elvin et al., 2021). In a 

treatment seeking sample, latent profiles derived from baseline irritability and emotion regulation 

(i.e., high irritability/high emotion dysregulation and low irritability/low emotion dysregulation 

groups) were identified post treatment and individuals in the high irritability/ high emotion 

dysregulation group had more severe baseline problems but exhibited a steeper reduction in 
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symptoms over time relative to the low irritability/low emotion dysregulation group (Evans et al., 

2021). Clinically, this suggests that specific profiles of risk may identify individuals who would 

benefit from additional surveillance. Thus, empirically-derived profiles have the potential to 

inform clinical practice. Put together, identifying and leveraging risk profiles, based partially on 

naturally-occurring variations in irritability, are hypothesized to improve early identification, 

intervention, and treatment planning.  

Although the family environment consists broadly of facets spanning parenting behavior 

and parent-child synchrony to expressed emotion and marital conflict/satisfaction, family risk 

factors for childhood irritability have focused narrowly on parenting behaviors (e.g., permissive; 

Kessel et al., 2021) and dimensions of parent psychopathology (e.g., recurrent maternal 

depression; Wiggins et al., 2014). However, we contend that additional aspects of the family 

environment are strong candidates as risk factors associated with childhood irritability, including 

family expressiveness, cohesion, and conflict. Whereas family expressiveness is the extent to 

which family members are willing to express feelings directly to each other, family cohesion 

represents the commitment and support family members provide for each other; family conflict 

reflects the frequency and intensity of openly expressed anger and conflict towards each other 

(Moos, 1994). These family environment factors may critically contextualize childhood irritability: 

for example, the association of negative family expressiveness with youth aggressive behaviors 

was mediated by emotion regulation (Ramsden & Hubbard, 2002) and negative expressiveness 

was associated with increased internalizing and externalizing symptoms (Stocker et al., 2007). 

Next, family conflict was associated with substance use, ODD, depression, and anxiety (Biglan 

et al., 2015; Langley et al., 2010; Lavigne et al., 2015), all of which are themselves associated 

with irritability. Finally, family dysfunction (conceptualized as the lack of cohesion and structure) 

was associated with increased behavioral problems and poor functioning across childhood 

(Kroneman et al., 2009; van As & Janssens, 2002). However, these results did not consistently 

consider key covariates (e.g., race/ethnicity, SES). To improve precision and specificity, 
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dimensions of the family environment should be evaluated simultaneously to determine if 

naturally-occurring variations in conflict, cohesion, and expressiveness are independently 

associated with childhood irritability.  

Although the precise architecture of temperament lacks consensus, Rothbart & Bates 

(1998) hypothesized that effortful control (e.g., attention, inhibitory control), surgency (e.g., fear, 

shyness), and negative affect (e.g., aggression, frustration) were fundamental. Individual 

differences in temperament are evident in infancy and they are moderately stable through 

adolescence (Kopala-Sibley et al., 2018). Hypothesized to affect reactivity to the environment 

(Ismatullina & Voronin, 2017) and coupled with evidence of its causal influences on youth and 

adult psychopathology (Rettew & McKee, 2005), dimensions of temperament constitute 

compelling risk factors for childhood irritability. Laboratory observed age 3 positive emotionality 

(e.g., positive affect, sociability) uniquely predicted escalating adolescent irritability whereas 

induced anger only marginally predicted adolescent irritability (Kessel et al., 2021). However, 

the ecological validity of laboratory-based observational strategies remains questionable 

(Goldsmith & Gagne, 2012), including only modest correlations with parent-rated temperament 

(Majdandžić & van den Boom, 2007); moreover, intensive administration requirements delimit 

widespread implementation. Parents commonly rate youth temperament given their intimate 

familiarity with children’s emotional and behavioral response across settings and situations 

(Rothbart et al., 2000), which is central to contemporary perspectives on temperament. Thus, 

lab-based vs. parenting ratings of youth temperament may provide different/unique information 

regarding the structure and stability of temperament traits (Gagne et al., 2011). Next, behavioral 

and affective indicators of negative affect may overlap with irritability, thus potentially inflating 

associations of irritability with psychopathology. However, low perceived adaptability and high 

perceived intensity during toddlerhood were sequentially associated with the development of 

irritability and later depressive disorders; these associations even survived conservative 

adjustment for co-occurring anxiety/depressive symptoms and conduct disorder (Whelan et al., 
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2015). Thus, dimensions of temperament may portend later irritability in ways that are unlikely to 

purely reflect methodological artifacts. This is partially supported by evidence that early 

temperamental dysregulation (i.e., emotionality and activity) positively predicted different 

patterns of ODD comorbidities such that emotionality predicted comorbidity of ODD and 

internalizing disorders whereas activity predicted comorbidity of ODD and ADHD, suggesting 

lawful divergence even with control of key demographic variables (Stringaris et al., 2010).  

Although dimensions of the family environment and temperament constitute promising 

risk factors, their association with childhood irritability is typically prosecuted narrowly (e.g., 

covaried for the other). That is, despite their plausibility, putative joint effects are infrequently 

considered and typically evaluated using variable-centered approaches (Kessel et al., 2021). 

Crucially, whereas variable-centered approaches are agnostic about within-individual 

heterogeneity of constructs, person-centered approaches (e.g., latent profile analyses) 

empirically discern groups of individuals that vary significantly across multiple indicators 

(Howard & Hoffman, 2017; Lanza & Cooper, 2016). As a result, person-centered approaches 

are harmonized with developmental psychopathology by identifying groups of individuals across 

hypothesized risk factors, which reflect the complex and multifactorial nature of irritability. 

Kishida et al. (2022) discerned five latent profiles based on configurations anxiety, depression, 

oppositionality, and irritability; the profiles showed unique nomological associations with external 

criteria, including evidence that the “comorbid” profile was most impaired (e.g., compromised 

peer relationships). However, latent profile analyses with multiple risk factors for childhood 

irritability have rarely been employed. To improve predictive models and to guide evidence-

based interventions for irritability, hypothesized effects simultaneously reflecting family 

environment (i.e., expression, cohesion, and conflict) and dimensions of temperament (i.e., 

effortful control, surgency, and negative affect) for childhood irritability should be employed; 

specifically, person-centered approaches are heuristic given the correlated and bidirectional 

effects central to risk factors for psychopathology (Kiff et al., 2011) and related dimensions.  
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Aims & Hypotheses 

 
To advance understanding of risk factors specific to irritability, we utilized the Adolescent 

Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study, a nationally representative sample of nine- to 10-

year-old children (n = 11,875) (Garavan et al., 2018). For the most recent data release, children 

were followed prospectively for three years into early adolescence (ages 12-13). Data used from 

the present study was drawn from wave three of their data collection. The ABCD study features 

standardized assessments of neurocognition, physical and mental health, social and emotional 

functioning, and culture and environment across multiple informants (i.e., parent and youth). We 

employed latent profile analysis to empirically identify risk profiles based concurrently on 

dimensions of temperament (i.e., effortful control, surgency, and negative affect) and aspects of 

the family environment (i.e., family expression, cohesion, and conflict) and their association with 

childhood irritability. We hypothesized detection of an elevated profile consisting of low effortful 

control, high surgency, and high negative affect with greater family conflict, low family cohesion, 

and low family expression will be uniquely associated with parent ratings of childhood irritability.  

 

Methods 

Procedure 

 All data will be derived from the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study, 

a longitudinal study of 11,875 youth (aged nine at baseline) recruited from 21 research sites 

across the United States with planned prospective follow-up for 10 years. Schools were 

selected based on demographic makeup. Baseline data collection was completed October 

2018. Data used in the present study will come from the ABCD Release 4.01. The ABCD study 

consists of both parent and child report of behavioral and psychological indicators, physical well-

being, cognitive functioning, and environmental factors. Parent report was gathered on each 

yearly visit and child report was gathered at each 6-month follow-up. Institutional Review Board 
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approval was obtained for each site before data collection. All parents provided written informed 

consent, and all children provided assent.  

Measures 

Childhood Irritability 

The Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach et al., 2001) is a 113-item parent rating scales 

that assesses clinical problems and adaptive functioning in youth over the previous six months. 

Items were scored on a 0 to 2 Likert scale (0 = not true, 1 = somewhat true, and 2 = very or 

often true). Raw scores will be used to calculate a total irritability score ranging from 0 to 6 using 

the following items: “stubborn, sullen, or irritable”, “sudden changes in mood or feelings”, and 

“temper tantrums or hot temper” (Evans et al., 2019). 

Dimensions of Temperament: Effortful Control, Surgency, and Negative Affect 

The Early Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire (EATQ-R; Capaldi & Rothbart, 2016) is a 

rating scales that assesses 8 basic dimensions of temperament (activation, affiliation, attention, 

fear, frustration, surgency, inhibitory control, and shyness). Three higher order scales (effortful 

control, surgency, and negative affect) based on responses to the primary scales will be 

calculated for the present study (Muris et al., 2007). Effortful control was estimated from the 

sum of the attention, inhibitory control, and activation control subscales whereas Surgency was 

calculated from the sum of high intensity pleasure, fear, and shyness subscales. Negative affect 

was estimated from the sum of frustration, depressive mood, and aggression. Higher values 

represent higher effortful control, surgency, or negative affect. Dimensions of temperament were 

Z-score transformed to facilitate analyses and interpretation of observed effects. 

Dimensions of Family Environment: Expression, Cohesion, Conflict 

The Family Environment Scale (FES) (Moos, 1994; Zucker et al., 2018) is a 90-item rating scale 

that assesses family relationships, personal growth, and system maintenance. We utilized the 

family relationships domain which consists of three subscales; cohesion, expressiveness, and 

conflict. Each true/false item was scores as 0 or 1. Higher values represent more cohesion, 
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expressiveness, or conflict. Dimensions of family environment were Z-score transformed to 

facilitate interpretation of observed patterns. 

Data Analytic Plan 

To review, our goal was to discern potentially unique subgroups of the sample based on 

combinations of the family environment and temperament dimensions and their associations 

with childhood irritability. We employed latent profile analysis (LPA), which empirically derives 

continuous indices to discern configurations across multiple dimensions of temperament (i.e., 

effortful control, surgency, and negative affect) and facets of family environment (i.e., cohesion, 

conflict, and expression). LPA follows a “person-centered” approach rather than a “variable-

centered” approach by identifying homogeneous groups within a heterogeneous population 

based on similar patterns of responses to observed indicator variables (Masyn, 2013). We 

subjected six continuous variables – family conflict, family cohesion, family expression, effortful 

control, surgency, and negative affect – to LPA. Four covariance structures (i.e., class-varying, 

unrestricted; class-invariant, unrestricted; class-varying, diagonal; class-invariant, diagonal) 

were evaluated during model selection (Masyn, 2013).  

Latent Profile Analysis 

Model Selection 

LPA models with all four variance-covariance structures were tested using Mplus Version. Within 

each group, increasing number of classes were tested until models failed to converge or classes 

showed no meaningful differences. In selecting the optimal number of latent profiles, Akaike 

information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), and sample size-adjusted BIC 

will be evaluated where lower values indicate better fit (Ferguson et al., 2020). The Lo, Mendell, 

and Rubin (LMR) test was used to test the likelihood ratio of one model to the model with k - 1 

profiles (Lo et al., 2001). The LMR test assesses significance across differences in degrees of 

freedom, including detailing whether the model with fewer profiles fits the data significantly 

worse than the model with more profiles (Ferguson et al., 2020; Lo et al., 2001). Next, entropy 
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estimates how separable profiles are from one another and is another source of inferring the 

putative best-fitting model. Entropy ranges from zero to one where values closer to zero 

suggests that posterior classification is no better than chance whereas values closer to one 

suggests closer to perfect posterior classification. However, even with values closer to one, 

there may be a high degree of misclassification. Notably, classification uncertainty can increase 

due to chance with more profiles. Therefore, entropy should not be solely used in model 

selection. All four models significantly improved the preceding n-1 class model according to their 

LMR-LRT p values. Finally, covariates (i.e., age, sex, race/ethnicity, and family SES) were then 

added simultaneously to the model following estimation of optimal number of latent profiles to 

examine their effects as a function of latent profiles and to describe how the covariates 

differentiate the profiles (Ferguson et al., 2020). The BCH method robustly examines 

relationships between profiles and covariates and was used to include covariates and auxiliary 

variables. Multinomial logistic regressions were used at the final step to determine the 

relationship between profile membership and covariates. For more information on three-step 

model specification, see Asparouhov & Muthén (2014). After inclusion of the covariates, latent 

profiles were evaluated again to determine changes in class distribution, which may indicate 

differential item functioning for profile indicators to the covariates (Masyn, 2017; Nylund-Gibson 

& Masyn, 2016).  

Results 

Latent profiles were iteratively fit to the data, starting with one profile and continuing to up to six 

profiles, at which point relative fit appeared to worsen slightly. Model fit indices for the structure 

deemed most appropriate are summarized in Table 2.2. Selection of the best fit model was 

informed by theory and estimated from multiple fit indices. Given that model fit improved only 

marginally across the increasing number of profiles, a 3-profile solution was selected. The first 

profile (n = 1576) was conceptualized as High Risk given elevations in family conflict, lower 

family expression, low family cohesion, low effortful control, high negative affect, and lower 
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surgency. The second profile (n = 6081) was conceptualized as Normative, reflected in mean 

levels across all indices. The final profile (n = 3234), considered to be Low Risk, included low 

family conflict, higher family expression, higher family cohesion, higher effortful control, lower 

negative affect, and higher surgency. See Figure 2.2 for graphical representation.  

Model Validation: Covariates and Levels of Irritability  

The BCH approach yielded a significant overall Wald Chi-Square test (𝜒 = 1111.27, 𝑝 < .001) 

suggesting significant profile differences, including varying levels of irritability. The High Risk 

profile was characterized by elevated irritability whereas Normative profile consisted of modest 

levels of irritability and the Low Risk profile displayed the lowest levels of irritability. Next, we 

simultaneously introduced age, sex, race-ethnicity, and family income/SES as covariates as a 

function of the three profiles and evaluated multinomial logistic regressions (summarized on 

Table 2.4). With the Low Risk profile as the reference group, older and non-white (i.e., “Other” or 

Hispanic) children were more likely to be in the High Risk profile. Regarding family income, 

medium, medium/high-, and high-income families were more likely to be in the High Risk profile 

relative to the Low Risk profile. Also, medium/high and high income families were more likely to 

be in the Normative profile compared to the Low Risk profile.  

Discussion 

 To identify empirically-based, multivariate profiles of risk for childhood irritability across 

separate family and temperament dimensions, we utilized data from the ABCD Study, a national 

longitudinal sample of 11,875 youth (aged nine at baseline). Although there is persuasive 

evidence that irritability is clinically significant and independently predicts important clinical-

health outcomes, surprisingly little is known about its potential risk factors. To reduce its 

considerable burden, we employed innovative latent profile analyses leveraging naturally-

occurring differences in family- (i.e., family conflict, cohesion, expression) and temperament-

(i.e., negative affect, effortful control, surgency) based constructs – and their association with 

irritability. Controlling for age, sex, race-ethnicity, and family income, several key findings were 
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observed: (a) multiple indicators converged to suggest that a three profile model was a strong fit 

to the data; (b) the High Risk profile was characterized by elevated family conflict and negative 

affect, low family expression, family cohesion, effortful control, and modest surgency; (c) the 

Normative profile was characterized by mean levels of all indicator variables; and (d) the final 

profile (Low Risk) was characterized by elevated family expression, family cohesion, effortful 

control, and surgency with low family conflict and negative affect. Overall, the High Risk profile 

exhibited the highest whereas the Low Risk profile had lowest levels of irritability.  

Despite the clinical and etiological heterogeneity of irritability (Stringaris et al., 2017), 

putative risk factors are myopically considered in isolation; this limitation extends to 

consideration of the family environment and temperament. In the present study, risk profiles 

spanning the family environment and temperament were differentially related to levels of 

childhood irritability. As hypothesized, the High Risk profile (i.e., elevated family conflict and 

negative affect with low family expression, family cohesion, effortful control, and surgency) 

exhibited the highest levels irritability relative to individuals in the Moderate and Low Risk 

profiles. One key distinction of the High Risk profile is the lowest levels of surgency, defined as 

emotional reactivity in which a person tends towards high levels of positive affect (Rothbart & 

Bates, 2006). Specifically, surgency has been found to be negatively associated with depression 

(Kasch et al., 2002) and positively associated with angry/irritable and argumentative/defiant 

symptom domains (Zastrow et al., 2018).  However, surgency was recently unrelated 

prospectively with childhood irritability specifically (Silver et al., 2023), suggesting a degree of 

specificity related to risk factors for childhood irritability itself rather than comorbid conditions. In 

contrast, in the High Risk profile for the current study, lower surgency in addition to other 

dimensions of family environment and temperament appeared to jointly influence the overall 

profile and relationship with irritability. On the other hand, sex moderated predictions of 

internalizing and externalizing problems from irritability (Humphreys et al., 2019), which 
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suggests that there are likely additional moderators that further specify associations of irritability 

with psychopathology.  

Contextualizing the putative association of surgency with irritability requires 

consideration of moderating influences, including threat sensitivity, which is defined as the 

affective, cognitive, behavioral, and physiological responses toward threatening stimuli, 

information, or cues. Perhaps unsurprisingly, aberrant threat processing or increased orientation 

to threat is associated with elevated childhood irritability (Stringaris et al., 2017). On the other 

hand, high levels of surgency may be protective from the consequences of threat sensitivity 

(Robinson et al., 2005). These distinctions underscore the complex relationship between 

surgency and irritability beyond simple bivariate associations, signaling a need for innovative 

approaches to disentangle these associations. For example, experimental manipulation of threat 

sensitivity – through tasks such as the Fearful Face Detection task (Pessoa et al., 2006) and 

visual search tasks (Hout et al., 2015) consisting of threatening and nonthreatening conditions – 

constitutes rigorous tests that further elucidate these associations.  

There are notable clinical implications given that adverse family factors and variations in 

temperament were associated with elevated irritability. Specifically, although intervention 

science requires strong clinical assessment measures/approaches (Youngstrom & Van Meter, 

2016), problematically, there are few standards guiding clinical decision making on what 

domains to assess. Based on the current study, population-based screening instruments may 

benefit from focused assessment of temperament and family environment. Related to the High 

Risk profile, evidence of negative family environments (i.e., high conflict families with low 

expressive and cohesion) in combination with natural variations of temperament (i.e., high 

negative affect with low effortful control and surgency), may portend elevated irritability. If 

replicated, clinically, identified youth may be diverted to prevention-focused programs to prevent 

psychopathology onset, which is cost-effective and less stigmatizing that interventions 

specifically targeting dimensions of psychopathology (Le et al., 2021). On the other hand, 
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individuals from the Normative profile might require different treatment triaging (i.e., lower level 

of care), including ongoing surveillance. Based on Youngstrom and Van Meter (2016)’s model 

for clinical management, subgroups from this study that varied across profiles of risk are likely to 

similarly vary with respect to specific treatment needs (e.g., acute care versus preventative 

care). This also aligns with Precision Mental Health, a data-driven approach that aims to 

personalize mental health care through assessment, monitoring, and feedback (Bickman et al., 

2016). Moving forward, profiles of risk are well-positioned to inform treatment planning by 

identifying targeted domains to assess and determining appropriate levels of care based on the 

assessed risk.  

Beyond clinical assessment, clinical decision making may consider profile membership 

given key familial and temperamental differences. For example, intervention science 

increasingly recognizes the need to appropriately determine modalities, treatment sequencing, 

and treatment duration (Keeton et al., 2008; Lambert, 2013; Rush et al., 2004). Heuristically, the 

Managing and Adapting Practices (MAP) framework identified four prominent components to 

inform clinical decisions: causal mechanism research (i.e., theories of why something happens), 

general service research (i.e., findings from evidence-based studies), local aggregate evidence 

(i.e., what works for specific communities or areas), and case-specific historical information (i.e., 

what works for specific individuals) (Chorpita et al., 2010). By utilizing information from multiple 

sources, treatment practices are selected to best suit a client’s needs (e.g., parenting practices, 

emotion regulation skills). Future studies must identify what treatment practices are best suited 

for individuals from different risk profiles. Similarly, empirically-derived profiles may inform how 

to sequence multi-modal interventions. For example, in an ongoing sequential multiple 

assignment randomized control trial, efforts are underway to elucidate sequencing treatment 

modalities (i.e., formal psychotherapy (CBT) and medication – CBT into medication, CBT into 

CBT, medication into CBT, medication into medication) that optimizes treatment outcomes for 

anxious youth (Peterson et al., 2021). Similarly, evidence-based practices for the High Risk 
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profile might consist of parent management strategies to address the negative family 

environment and emotion regulation skills to target individual level temperamental factors (Cole 

et al., 2018; Leijten et al., 2019). However, future research must elucidate if treatment outcome 

varies as a function of how key intervention practices (e.g., parent management followed by 

emotion regulation or vice versa) are sequenced.  

This study also observed evidence of a unique Low Risk profile consisting of 

comparatively more family expression, family cohesion, effortful control, and surgency with 

lower family conflict and negative affect. Individually, there is replicated evidence that these 

dimensions of family environment and temperament promote adaptive outcomes. For example, 

surgency is differentially associated with internalizing and externalizing outcomes, although the 

precise direction of association with these dimensions is unclear (Dolcini-Catania et al., 2020; 

Zastrow et al., 2018); for example, in a non-treatment sample, children with high surgency 

showed less aggression in the presence of concurrent elevated social support seeking 

behaviors (Dollar & Stifter, 2012). This suggests that associations of dimensions of 

temperament with internalizing and externalizing outcomes must attend to contextual factors 

and identify other intervening (e.g., moderating, mediating) constructs. As such, while elevated 

surgency alone may pose as a potential risk factor for psychopathology, in the present study, 

higher surgency in combination with dimensions of family environment and temperament were 

associated with decreased irritability. This may signal that this specific combination may be 

protective or may lower overall risk for elevations in irritability.  

Although a Low Risk profile suggests few risk indicators, developmentally, these 

indications may change (including worsening over time). During sensitive periods characterized 

by new milestones and neurobiological transitions (e.g., adolescence), putatively low risk 

individuals are not devoid from developing mental health challenges (e.g., adolescent onset 

conduct disorder) as evidenced by increasing prevalence rates in adolescence (Bitsko et al., 

2018). These individuals may still benefit from interventions that would bolster existing strengths 
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and, it is hoped, prevent onset of new problems and related risk processes (Youngstrom & Van 

Meter, 2016). Critically, this conceptualization transcends a deficits-based approach and is 

aligned with a strengths-based approach wherein individual (e.g., temperament and stress) and 

environmental factors (e.g., family environment, peer influences, natural supports) buffer or 

prevent poor mental health outcomes. This alleviates burden on healthcare resources by 

utilizing a prevention model (Mihalopoulos et al., 2011). In a key example of a strengths-based 

approach, the Positive Youth Development (PYD) framework identified factors or the 5 C’s 

(competence, confidence, connection, character, and caring) that promote resilience and 

positive outcomes for youth (Lerner, 2009), including decreased rule-breaking, anxiety and 

depressive symptoms over time (Onyeka et al., 2022). Thus, future studies would continue to 

benefit from strengths-based approaches that identify risk profiles that may be protective to 

combat youth mental health problems.  

 Although important strengths secondary to use of a nationally representative sample 

with multi-informant/method assessment of key constructs, we emphasize several important 

limitations. First, although the assessment of childhood irritability is evidence-based (Evans et 

al., 2019), additional distinctions with respect to irritability (e.g., tonic versus phasic) may reveal 

different patterns of association (Silver et al., 2021). However, ascertainment of irritability in the 

present study did not offer such distinctions. Second, the identified profiles associated with 

varying levels of irritability did not account for potential symptom elevations and functional 

impairment. That is, despite having a profile associated with elevated irritability, it is unclear 

whether profiles were related to greater functional impairment or other clinical elevations, which 

has important clinical implications in initiating treatment. For example, one study identified 

profiles (e.g., high ADHD/high irritability, low ADHD/high irritability) that divergently predicted 

outcomes: whereas the high ADHD/ high irritability predicted persistent adolescent ADHD 

symptoms, externalizing, internalizing, and suicidal outcomes, the low ADHD/ high irritability and 

high ADHD/ low irritability had weaker associations to these outcomes (Galera et al., 2021). 
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Thus, despite presenting with high irritability and low ADHD, this combination may incur warrant 

different treatment considerations relative to youth in the high ADHD/ high irritability profile. To 

maximize clinical utility, future studies should integrate risk factors, including family environment 

and temperament, that reflect important clinical, health, and functional outcomes to better 

discern the consequences of childhood irritability.  
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Study 2 Tables and Figures 

Table 2.1: Descriptive Statistics of Demographic and Study Variables 

Variable Mean (SD) 

Age (SD) 9.5 (9.0) 

Sex (% Male) 52% 

Race   
 White 52% 

 Black 15% 

 Hispanic 20% 

 Asian 2% 

 “Other” 11% 

Family Income  

 Low 15% 

 Medium 28% 

 Medium High 45% 

 High 12% 

Irritability 0.80 (1.2) 

Family Environment Scale (FES)  

 Conflict 2.43 (1.9) 

 Expression 6.02 (1.5) 

 Cohesion 7.29 (1.6) 

Early Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire (EATQ-R)  

 Effortful Control 3.41 (0.62) 

 Negative Affect 2.41 (0.58) 

 Surgency 3.39 (0.53) 
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Table 2.2: Model Fit Comparison Across Class Variance/Covariance Structure  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
# 
Profile
s 

AIC   BIC  Sample 
size-
adjusted 
BIC  

Entrop
y  

Loglikelihoo
d   

LMR 
Test p 
value  

Invariant 
Diagonal 

3 175139.382 175329.07 175246.44
6 

0.733 -89118.131 <.000
1 

Invariant 
Unrestricte
d 

3 171791.146 172090.26
9 

171959.97
7 

0.832 -86237.69 <.000
1 

Variant 
Diagonal 

3 172916.774 173194.01 173073.25
1 

0.652 -87539.26 <.000
1 

Variant 
Unrestricte
d 

3 170205.017 170591.68
9 

170423.26
2 

0.627 -85622.368 <.000
1 
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Table 2.3: Model Fit Comparison Variant Unrestricted Variance/Covariance Structure 

# 
Profiles 

AIC  (lower 
values - better 
fit)  

BIC (lower 
values - 
better fit)  

Sample size-
adjusted BIC 
(lower - 
better fit)  

 % Change  Entropy 
(higher - 
better; 
0.80 as 
criteria)  

Class 
Size  

2 171324.737 171616.565 171489.48 
 

0.614 c1 = 
3220 
c2 = 
7671 

3 170205.017 170591.689 170423.262 -0.621739596 0.627 c1 = 
6081 
c2 = 
3234 
c3 = 
1576 

4 169439.351 169920.867 169711.127 -0.417862557 0.594 c1 = 
1423 
c2 = 
4176 
c3 = 
2539 
c4 = 
2753 

5 168804.533 169380.892 169129.841 -0.342514961 0.57 c1 = 
1128 
c2 = 
1894 
c3 = 
2694 
c4 = 
2347 
c5 = 
2828 

6 168590.304 169261.507 168969.143 -0.095014575 0.561 c1 = 
2082 
c2 = 
1852 
c3 = 
1591 
c4 = 
1876 
c5 = 
1175 
c6 = 
2315 
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Table 2.4: Profile Membership and Descriptive Statistics Per Latent Profile 

 n (%) Conflict 
M (SE) 

Expression 
M (SE)  

Cohesion 
M (SE) 

Effortful 
Control 
M (SE) 

Negative 
Affect 
M (SE) 

Surgency 
M (SE) 

Profile 1: 
High Risk  

1576 
(14%) 

1.08 (0.058) -0.58 (0.048) -1.37 
(0.093) 

-.64 
(0.033) 

0.75 
(0.044) 

-0.28 
(0.033) 

Profile 2:  
Normative 

6081 
(56%) 

0.043 
(0.044) 

0.057 (0.036) 0.052 
(0.030) 

-0.036 
(0.033) 

0.031 
(0.039) 

-0.023 
(0.022) 

Profile 3:  
Low Risk 

3234 
(30%) 

-0.76 
(0.051) 

0.25 (0.044) 0.75 
(0.046) 

0.47 
(0.033) 

-0.528 
(0.040) 

0.22 
(0.031) 

 
Table 2.5: Relationship between Profile Membership and Covariates (Odds Ratios) 

 Profile 1 vs Profile 3 (ref) Profile 2 vs Profile 3 (ref) 

 OR 95% CI OR 95% CI 

Age 1.18* 1.01-1.37 0.98 0.86-1.12 

Sex (ref = female) 0.89 0.77-1.04 0.92 0.81-1.05 

Race – “Other” (ref = White) 1.55* 1.20-2.00 1.25 0.98-1.59 

Race – Black (ref = White) 1.11 0.86-1.4 1.02 0.80-1.29 

Race – Hispanic (ref = White) 0.67* 0.54-0.85 0.84 0.70-1.00 

Race – Asian (ref = White) 1.03 0.61-1.76 0.88 0.55-1.40 

Family income – Med (ref – low) 0.48* 0.37-0.61 0.84 0.65-1.08 

Family income – Med/High (ref – low) 0.31* 0.24-0.40 0.75* 0.59-0.97 

Family income – High (ref – low) 0.26* 0.19-0.36 0.51* 0.38-0.68 
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Figure 2.1: Proposed Model  
 

  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Latent Profile Analyses – 3 Factor Model 
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Conclusion 

Recent epidemiological data suggest youth mental health problems are increasing 

rapidly, including key dimensions of psychopathology peaking acutely during adolescence 

(Bitsko et al., 2018; Ghandour et al., 2019); these trends were also exacerbated by the COVID-

19 pandemic (Hossain et al., 2020). Spanning ADHD and disruptive behavior problems to 

anxiety and depression, dimensions of psychopathology often co-occur (Ghandour et al., 2019). 

Typically, co-occurring psychopathology is accompanied by increased impairment, treatment 

resistance, and greater persistence relative to dimensions presenting singularly (Newman et al., 

1998). Overlapping characteristics, such as cognitive impairments and behavioral inhibition, 

complicate discernment of unique treatment targets, selection of evidence-based interventions, 

and following treatment protocols to fidelity (Bearman & Weisz, 2015). Identifying modifiable risk 

factors that precede youth psychopathology is necessary to guide innovations in assessment 

and intervention for youth mental health problems.  

Childhood irritability has garnered increasing clinical and scientific interest (Brotman et 

al., 2017; Vidal-Ribas et al., 2016). Although developmentally normative, treatment-seeking 

families endorsed childhood irritability as a top problem, affirming its clinical significance (Evans 

et al., 2022). However, evidence-based assessment of childhood irritability is still in its infancy; 

for example, although there are multiple methods to ascertain irritability (e.g., targeted rating 

scales, subscales from broad measures, and items from diagnostic interviews), there is little 

evidence guiding clinical decision making with respect to irritability. Although recent studies have 

evaluated clinical cut-offs for specific rating scales (Wiggins et al., 2017), more fundamentally, 

there is minimal evidence on how to utilize multi-informant data for childhood irritability. Given 

that multi-informant data are necessary to capture well-known situational/contextual differences 

in child behavior, clinicians must ideographically determine how to best combine these data. For 

example, even when multi-informant data are gathered, they are often treated separately (Orri 
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et al., 2019) and do not guide crucial clinical inferences (e.g., diagnosis, initiating care; de Los 

Reyes & Kazdin, 2005).  

The present study aimed to address this limitation directly by testing tested specific 

informant combinations of childhood irritability (i.e., parent only, teacher only, parent “and” 

teacher, and parent “or” teacher) separately; informants and informant combinations for 

childhood irritability were subjected to stringent tests of predictive validity based on predictions 

of independent measures of externalizing and internalizing problems, as well as functional 

impairment. Parent-rated irritability uniquely predicted clinically significant elevations in 

important indicators of early adolescent outcomes (Leibenluft et al., 2006; Stringaris et al., 

2009). There is replicated evidence that teacher-rated irritability incrementally predicts 

internalizing and externalizing dimensions (Dwyer et al., 2006; Tandon et al., 2009; Zee & 

Rudasill, 2011); however, in the current study, teacher ratings specifically predicted externalizing 

problems (but not internalizing problems and impairment) only. When parent and teacher ratings 

of irritability were combined using the “or” rule, they prospectively predicted later clinical 

outcomes. A key challenge going forward will be how and when youth self-report can and should 

be integrated into these approaches (De Los Reyes & Kazdin, 2005). One promising way of 

integrating youth report is understanding specific informant discrepancies. For example, 

discrepant maternal and youth report in three domains of parental monitoring behaviors (i.e., 

child disclosure, parental knowledge, and parent solicitation) were associated with depressive 

symptoms, even with control of maternal stress, child age, gender, and ethnicity (De Los Reyes 

et al., 2008). Thus, in addition to understanding the potential clinical utility across different 

informant combinations, explicit consideration of informant discrepancies, may facilitate case 

conceptualization and guide treatment recommendations (i.e., ongoing monitoring versus 

initiating treatment).  

To further understand the clinical utility of childhood irritability as an early indicator for 

later internalizing and externalizing problems as well as functional impairment, we evaluated 
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informant combinations for childhood irritability with respect to their diagnostic accuracy for 

clinically elevated outcomes. As a construct, diagnostic accuracy simultaneously reflects 

performance in detecting true positives but also true negatives (Youngstrom, 2014). First, 

parent-report only was significantly more accurate than parent “or” teacher ratings for childhood 

irritability in predicting adolescent internalizing problems. In contrast, diagnostic accuracy was 

comparable across all four combinations for externalizing outcomes. This aligns with previous 

findings that parents are often essential to understanding internalizing problems whereas either 

parent or teachers can be utilized to understand externalizing problems (Sourander & Helstela, 

2005).  Clinically, this suggests that certain informants may be prioritized depending on the 

goals of the assessment and/or the outcome of interest. For example, parent report may be 

prioritized for screening given its clinical utility in detecting internalizing and externalizing 

outcomes; however, teachers are privy to children’s daily functioning and their data may be 

prioritized to understand specific domains (e.g., peer relationships, Cullerton-Sen & Crick, 

2005).  

In the second dissertation study, I aimed to improve evidence on the clinical 

management of childhood irritability. Despite being considered a top problem in treatment-

seeking families, childhood irritability is often monitored in the context of co-occurring disorders 

(e.g., anxiety, depression, and ODD) and is rarely considered a unique treatment target 

(Stringaris et al., 2017; Tripepi et al., 2010). Taxonomically, these patterns reflect emerging 

evidence that dimensions of psychopathology are sensitive to unique and shared risk factors; 

for example, hierarchical models (HiTOP, Kotov et al., 2017) and bifactor models (general factor 

of psychopathology – Caspi et al., 2014). However, there is also surprisingly little evidence on 

specific factors for irritability per se given that irritability is typically evaluated with co-occurring 

conditions, especially given the reliance on clinic-referred samples. Moreover, beyond individual 

risk factors, risk profiles, reflecting multiple domains, are hypothesized to better reflect the 

multifactorial nature of childhood irritability. For instance, youth with elevated irritability and 
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depressive/anxious symptoms were twice as vulnerable to exhibit suicidal behaviors relative to 

youth with low depressive/anxious mood or low irritability (Orri et al., 2018). Thus, the present 

study utilized a nationally representative sample to understand risk profiles of irritability. A three 

profile model consisting of both family environmental factors (i.e., family conflict, cohesion, and 

expression) and individual temperamental factors (i.e., surgency, effortful control, and negative 

affect) was suggested from the data. This three profile model conferred with varying levels of 

irritability over and above key demographic variables, including age, sex, race, and family SES, 

where the High Risk profile demonstrated the highest levels of irritability and the Low Risk 

profile displayed the lowest levels of irritability. Regarding clinical assessment, population-based 

screening of temperament and family environment may represent constructs that are 

observable early into a child’s development, thus creating early screening targets that can be 

utilized across settings. For example, primary care may efficiently assess these factors through 

routine well child visits to ultimately improve (early) detection and facilitate timely access to 

mental health services (Nordin et al., 2010; Radez et al., 2020). Therefore, in addition to 

integrating mental health care within a primary care setting to increase access (Asarnow et al., 

2015), creating screening protocols that are specific, easily accessible, and interpretable is a 

priority moving forward.  

Detection of specific risk profiles provides additional guidance towards the clinical 

management of childhood irritability. Clinical management requires strong clinical assessment to 

determine possible diagnoses and relevant risk factors. This information can be used to 

calculate an individual’s relative risk, or the likelihood of them having a particular diagnosis, to 

decide on the need for treatment (i.e., acute treatment, secondary interventions, ongoing 

monitoring, or preventative care) (Youngstrom & Van Meter, 2016). For instance, the three 

profile model may represent three probabilities of risk that may require different levels of care 

given the varying levels of irritability; the High Risk profile had the highest levels whereas the 

Low Risk profile had the lowest levels. The third profile, Normative, had modest levels of 
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irritability. The High Risk profile may require acute or secondary treatment, the Normative profile 

may warrant ongoing monitoring, and the Low Risk profile may capitalize on protective factors 

that positively affect the youth. Replicated risk profiles may also inform treatment selection and 

sequencing, including whether treatment outcomes are affected by sequencing of these 

practices (see Peterson et al., 2021 for a heuristic example of this approach in evaluating 

sequencing effects of CBT and medication management). 

Childhood irritability itself is a clinically significant and impairing problem for children and 

families. Despite its transdiagnostic significance, including unique predictions of outcome, 

innovations in intervention and prevention await rigorous evidence on evidence-based clinical 

decision making (especially with respect to assessment). The present studies innovatively 

leveraged complementary research strategies – spanning a prospective longitudinal study of 

well-ascertained children into adolescence and a nationally representative sample of American 

youth – to build an evidence base for the assessment of childhood irritability and its multivariate 

risk profiles. 
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